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John’s Jottings June 2018
For the Open Day table top competition your committee has chosen as the theme of our entry
”The Armistice” as we will be very close to November 11th. So that we can gain some practice
and work through some ideas we have chosen the same topic for the August practical night.
I know there are a lot of shy turners in our club and some people have issues with the judging
system. I have heard it said that in club competitions we are judged by strict criteria where as
on Open Day the judges come in and just pick the one they like. That idea does our
professional turner judges a great injustice. As they work through the entries they are making
written and mental notes as they go along ,by the sweep of a hand around the inside of a bowl
they can assess several points on our sheet in one go. They are looking for the same points
as in the club competitions only quicker.
I am very pleased with the growing numbers of entries in the Chairman’s Challenge. It is a
source of great satisfaction to give the bottle to some of our newer members. I am hoping for
a bumper entry in the club competition this August so that members can assess how their
turning is progressing. Think of the critique as a suggestion pad for next time but never say
that one is not good enough to enter, or that one’s work is not up to the standard of some
members. Well maybe but it will be better than others. I will never be as good as some in
turning, gardening or decorating, someone will always be better than me, but my work is not
diminished because of it and is equally valid as the next persons---and so is yours. It is about
showing people what standard you have reached and to what you are aspiring.
I encourage all of you to show what you can do. The first time can be daunting but the benefits
of sharing and active participation are legion and will make for a much livelier club.
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Sad news
We have been advised of the sad death of club member Peter Hatton, who passed away on
Monday 21st May. No details as of how. Peter had been with the club for just over two years.
Our Treasurer has passed on the Club’s condolences to the family.

The club still needs your help!
Are there any qualified PAT testers in our membership that would be willing to assist the
club, if so please contact anyone of the committee for further details. Thanks in advance.

Axminster – April 2018
As the original date clashed with Easter the demo was mover by one week to the 8 th April. It
was the turn of Richard Davies and I (Colin Spain) to wow the public. As it transpired it was
very quiet, in all I think we saw around half a dozen visitors who came to talk to us, one
gentleman stayed for hours watching and was really interested, sadly he lived too far away to
come to our club. Richard turned an off centre candle holder with 3 sides, similar to that which
he demonstrated on Practical Night. Myself I turned a small natural edged bowl.

By Colin Spain
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Dapdune Wharf - 7 May 2018.
Our company of turners and stewards, John Creasey, David Stratton, Colin Rowe, Mike
Spaven, Anna-Marie Bennett (accompanied by son Matthew and nephew Alex - on heavy lift
duty, many thanks), Douglas Boud, Tony Wellbelove and I, arrived at Dapdune Wharf in
already rising temperatures to set up for our day in the Carpenter’s Workshop with lathes,
tools, blanks, ’tents’ and plenty of saleable items to display.
A quick tidy of the ‘shop and we were unloading our kit prior to moving outside to erect the two
club tents and set up the sales (we hope) area, then returning indoors to complete the setting
up of our individual work areas.
With only five lathes there was plenty of room in the ‘shop, but the lack of straw bales we
usually use as our tool tables had us hunting for alternative ‘tables’. Water for tea/coffee was
soon hot and we were refreshed and ready for the public well before the gates opened at 11
o’clock. Unfortunately the crowds didn’t materialize, but we did have a trickle of interested
spectators and made some sales.
We all enjoyed the day despite the noisy router (I blame the Chairman and his ‘Challenge’),
the wet turned blanks which had dried very out-of-round - resulting in noisy intermittent cutting,
chuck recesses which failed, and bowls with zero wall thickness. (All part of woodturning’s rich
pattern and our endless learning/design-change opportunities.)
As is usual, clearing up at the end of the day was quicker than the morning’s setting up and
went very smoothly with everyone helping and simple direction from those who know how the
tents work.
Thank you to everyone involved in the day.
By Phil Hamilton.
Photographs by Mike Spaven.
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Rural Life April 2018
The 2018 Rural life season started dry, windy and very chilly with the temperature barely
reaching 10 degrees C through the day. Anna Marie, Mike and Max Bennett arrived well
ahead of the 9 am kick off time and by the time the rest of the Saturday Crew had arrived; they
had cleared the carpenters shed ready for the rest of us to set up lathes and stands. Because
of this early site preparation, set up went very smoothly and Colin Rowe had plenty of time to
complete the PAT testing of demonstrator’s equipment.
The members demonstrating were the Bennett team of Anna Marie, Mike and Max, Phil
Hamilton, Colin Spain, Rodney Goodship, Doug Boud, Duncan Clarke, Paul Raubusch, Colin
Rowe, Mike Spaven and Chief Shop Steward - John Creasey.
Visitors were very sparse on both days with sometimes more SAW members than the public.
However, all the visitors were very interested in what we were doing and asked many
questions about the club. Rodney was in high demand for his puzzle palace and kept many
adults and children alike amused.
The sales tent was regularly visited but sales were very low.
Colin started with a natural edge bowl finishing a prior turning. Mike Spaven part turned a
natural edge for showing the heart wood running straight through the centre of the piece.
Details will follow at a later demonstration. Part turning was necessary as a prior test piece
proved to be still too wet to finish.
This was Duncan Clarke’s first foray as a demonstrator and he was accompanied by his wife.
He enjoyed the experience and would recommend club members to sign up and gain
experience as a demonstrator in a low stress environment. Other demonstrators regularly give
tips and assist with solving problems as and when they arise. Please look at the signup sheets
for future events as we intend to keep at least 1 slot for members who have never
demonstrated before. Our prime motive for supporting events such as Rural Life are to show
case woodturning to the general public and hopefully to generated new members. Having
novice and beginner turners demonstrating shows we all have to start somewhere.
Woodturning is generally a solitary pastime and turning at events such as Rural Life gives us a
chance to turn with others and have some fun while we are turning, supporting each other and
talking to the public.
Sunday weather and turnout was
more or less the same as the
Saturday. The highlight of the day was
the introduction of Rodney Goodship
to Mrs Quinnell. Rodney was the 2017
judge’s choice winner of the Geoff
Quinnell Memorial Trophy. Mrs
Quinnell enjoyed her visit. A wide
range of items from boxes to bowls,
pendants to natural edge forms were
made during the 2 days showing the
range of items that can be turned.
More photos over page
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Useful Links
The AWGB is the only national organisation for
woodturners. S.A.W. has been an Associate member since
2012. On their website https://www.awgb.co.uk/ there is an
awful lot of information such as details of other clubs,
demonstrators, safety, courses, gallery of work, links to
other turners websites, links to their Revolutions magazine,
and so much more.
Some examples:
AWGB Members offering tuition“Lets teach Turning” course Woodturning safety inc. dust/ face and eyes-

https://www.awgb.co.uk/awgb-tutors-map/
http://www.awgb.co.uk/instructor-training/
https://www.awgb.co.uk/woodturning-safety/
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Rod Page demonstration 13th April 2018
Rod Page first became interested in woodturning while watching a demo at Yandles in 1997
and decided to have a go himself using a Graduate Lathe he had access to via his job as a
teacher. He left full-time teaching in August 2002 to devote more time to woodturning,
teaching part-time and turning part-time. In October 2010 he was accepted onto the Register
of Professional Turners (RPT) and became a full time woodturner in August 2011.
Rod gave us a preview of part of his lattice
turning demo which he will be doing at the
AWGB Symposium in October. He
demonstrated the lattice technique on an
ogee shaped bowl made from Sycamore. He
first started doing lattice work in 2005; he
told us that this was a way for him to improve
his competition work.
Rod started by explaining the basic process
involved in making a lattice bowl:
-Turn outside of bowl to an ogee shape
-Cut grooves into outside of bowl with parting
tool
to
form
outside
lattice
-Turn inside shape of bowl, ensuring even wall thickness
-Use router to form inner lattice cuts, ensuring router is at 90º to surface
Rod attached the Sycamore blank using a screw chuck. He trued up the faces with a 10mm
gouge, fingernail profile and 40º grind, using a pull cut. He then used callipers to mark out the
spigot, taking care to only touch the wood with one of the points, Rod used a smaller 6mm
gouge of the same grind to remove wood and form the spigot, which he finished off with a
skew.
Rod removed the waste wood rapidly with the 10mm gouge using pull cuts to start to create a
gentle ogee shape, removing a defect in the wood blank as he went. He then used a
combination of push cuts and pull cuts to refine the ogee shape.
Rod made a point that it is necessary to sharpen your chisels throughout the turning process,
especially with sycamore as it contains silica which takes the edge off the tools. Rod uses a
Tormek grinder, although he uses different jig settings than those suggested in the Tormek
manual. Rod explained how he likes the Tormek system and jigs as it makes it so easy to
replicate a grind.
Using the freshly sharpened tools Rod did his finishing cuts to the outer ogee shape,
explaining that he doesn’t cut all the way to the edge of the bowl blank, but leaves a thicker
rim section so there is more support and less vibration when doing the parting cuts to form the
lattice.
Rod said that if the surface needed refining he would use a negative rake scraper, saying that
the negative rake scrapers don’t dig in as bad as an ordinary scraper and have the advantage
that they can be used flat or at an angle. Rod said that by using the negative rake scraper it
can cut down on the sanding need. Rod’s negative rake scraper was made from an old skew
chisel with the grind altered as in image below.
20 º
you get a burr on the tip that does the cutting
40 º
Rod uses two types of negative rake scraper, the skew style for near the base and a curved
style for up to the rim, as shown below.

Skew style for this
section

Curved style for
this section
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Next Rod showed us how to mark out
the lattice sections. For this he uses a
tool that he created from HSS with a
slot cut into it with a mini grinder,
sharpened on the Tormek on both
sides, the tool on the right-hand side of
photo.
The left hand point of this tool is put into
a line marked on the outer rim of the
bowl, the tool is then swung round so
that the 2nd point cuts into the surface
of the wood, this should be used at the
centre height of the work. The tool does a
cut about ¼mm deep. The tool is then used
to mark out the rest of the lines by putting
the left-hand point into the line cut previously
by the 2nd point and swinging it round again
to cut the next line, this process is continued
until all the marking out is completed. Every
other line will be cut out so make sure that
the correct number are marked out.
The grooves are cut out using an Ashley Iles
2mm parting tool with an angle of just over
90 º, except 1st one which is cut with bowl
gouge, as gives a cleaner cut, and then
finished with parting tool to ensure neat corners. The
depth is checked with the aluminium tool on left-hand side
of photo above. The parting tool is sharpened between
each cut to ensure all cuts have an even neatness to
them. The cuts are made at 90 º to the work surface and
on the centre line. Rod explained that it is best to go in
slow with the parting tool and do small cuts so that any
tear-out on the edge of the work is minimised. Any tearout in the bottom of the cut can be sanded out, but if there
is tear-out on the surface it can spoil all the hard work
done, hence sharpening tool between each cut.
Once all groves are cut, Rod starts sanding with 80 grit to
remove tear-out from bottom of groove and goes up to
400 grit, folding the sandpaper over and inserting into the
grooves. Rod leaves a section near the spigot without any lattice work as this gives support
when turning the inside of the bowl.
The piece was held in the O’Donnell jaws to shape the inside of the bowl. Rod again stressed
the importance of using sharp tools and explained that it is important to check the set up of the
Tormek each time as need different settings for different tools. Rod told us that he uses a
wheel from Peter Child Woodturning which is courser than the standard Tormek wheel as he
finds that the Tormek one is soft and gets grooves in easily. There is a Black Tormek wheel
available, but it is a much higher price than the Peter Child equivalent.
Rod used pull cuts to remove the main bulk of wood; starting at the centre of the bowl and
pulling out towards the rim and then used a push cut going from the rim towards the centre to
do the finishing cuts. Rod did this in several stages measuring the wall thickness as he went to
ensure an even thickness. He measured from the top of the ridges on the outside of the bowl
to ensure an even thickness of about 5-6mm.
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Rod does this in several small stages as this
way the bowl has more strength and support.
Once the bowl started to get some flex in it, Rod
used his left hand to support the work while hid
did his final cuts. As Rod was cutting the wall
thickness in stages there was a slight ridge left
between these stages, he used a negative rake
scraper to smooth these ridges out.
Once the bowl has an even wall thickness Rod
marks out a 48mm diameter circle in the bottom
of the bowl and uses a parting tool to cut this to
about 3.5mm deep, this will become the
entrance point for the router to cut the 48 inner
lattice groves.
Rod uses an indexing system that he got
from America via eBay to create the inner
lattice cuts; the reason for this is that it
gives a greater number of points than the
inbuilt 24 point indexing system. Rod’s
indexing system has three rings of holes,
the inner ring has 90 points, the middle ring
has 120 points and the outer ring has 144
points. The indexing plate is held in place
by friction behind the chuck and the
indexing arm is held to the lathe bed by
strong magnets and can be adjusted to
suite the height of different lathes. The
indexing peg should be inserted into the
required indexing hole at the centre height of the lathe.
Rod then showed us his router set up, where he fixes some planks of wood to the lathe bed
and mounts the router in the centre to produce straight cut lines. Rod has adapted his router,
adding lead to the base so that there is less kick from the router when it starts cutting into the
wood. He has also added an adapted depth gauge made from box wood to ensure the router
cuts are all the same depth.

Rod uses a printed circuit board cutter with a fish tail end and spiral cut twin flute up cut 2mm
diameter. Rod said that this gives a cleaner cut and helps to clear and swarf. Rod starts the
router cut from the centre 48mm ring he cut and outwards to the rim of the bowl. Rod said that
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he had previously cut from the rim in toward the centre of the bowl but found that this caused
break out at the centre which can be difficult to fix.

The router cuts will have a clean bottom but
some surface roughness, this is fixed by
sanding once all 48 cuts are completed and
the centre of the bowl has been adjusted by
rounding the edges of the inner 48mm circle.

Rod ended the evening by showing us a
power point presentation of how he
developed his lattice technique, starting from
how he was inspired by Hans Weisflog’s
break through ball box in 1994 up to the
method he uses today.

By Anna-Marie Bennett
13th July Program Change
Due to circumstances beyond our control (and Ed’s) the committee (Jennie) have had to
arrange at fairly short notice a replacement turner for the July club night, instead of Ed
Oliver Jennie has secured Kevin Hutson, I don’t think you will be disappointed check out
his web site: http://www.khutson.co.uk/
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Martin Saban-Smith demonstration May 2018
Martin had an unusual introduction to woodturning; he was originally a photographer and
graphic designer but unfortunately lost his studio due to divorce. After suffering from anxiety
and depression he was doing jobs here and there and it was at one of these jobs he came
across woodturning. He was working behind the bar at the Bath County Show in 2014 when
he met a turner from Somerset and exchanged a couple of pints of beer for some basic tuition.
Although this was not the best introduction one could wish for, Martin very quickly realised he
had a passion for the craft and decided to become a turner. He soon developed a passion for
finishing and in Aug/Sept 2015 he created his own brand of finishes “Hampshire Sheen” which
he makes himself, from measuring the ingredients, mixing, pouring to even labelling the tins.
We were treated to a wonderful evening by Martin, full of humour and lots of brilliant tips for
how to be #fanaticalaboutfinishing, and he showed us how to use his intrinsic colour collection
to its full potential. Martin was also kind enough to donate three of his Hampshire Sheen
products to the raffle table.
Martin started with a 10’’ x 2’’ Sycamore blank mounted on the face plate. He told us that he
looks for ripples, waves and flaming in the woods he chooses as these are really brought to
life when using colour on the wood. Martin said he thinks of the wood like a blank canvas and
likes to use colour, even on spalted woods.
Martin used a 1/2inch bowl gouge to bring the
blank to a true round and created a 2’’ tenon on
the bottom using a Les Thorn skew, he made a
point that he was doing a square cut and not the
standard dove tail because he was using a Nova
chuck, so always check what is required for each
different chuck. Martin told us that he likes to
work by the rule of 1/3rds, the foot of the bowl is
1/3 of the diameter and preferably the height
should be the same.
Martin said that he likes to try and make his
bowls a Catenary curve shape ( Catenary is the
curve that an idealized hanging chain or cable
assumes under its own weight when supported
only at its ends) so that there are no sharp edges and the bowl has a natural flowing shape
that looks good to the eye. He worked from the rim edge of the bowl back to the foot using a
pull cut, telling us that by keeping the tool against his body by his hip with the handle low it
gives more control and by moving your body around the piece it creates the flowing shape of
the bowl.
Martin spoke lots about his love of sanding to get the perfect finish. He uses three main
methods/tools, mostly rotary sanders including the Axminster bowl sander, the Simon Hope or
a power drill. He did say he prefers a hand tool
rather than the power tool. Martin only uses 4
grades of sand paper disks, starting at 120 grit, and
then 180 grit followed by 240 grit and then finishes
with 400grit. Martin said that he doesn’t bother
using the 320 grit as he discovered that it didn’t
really make any difference not having it one day
when he ran out of it.
Martin stressed the importance of Health and Safety
when sanding and discussed using respirators, dust
masks and extractors. He said that he doesn’t have
a fixed speed that he uses for sanding but instead
his intuitive feel of how the abrasive is cutting to
determine the speed required.
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Martin’s sanding tips are:
-Sanding should be done below the centre of the piece of work
-Below the centre and forwards of the centre on the sanding pad
-Use an overhand grip, keeping the tool close to your body
-Maintain the same angle throughout the cut
-Clean the piece of work with a cloth between each grit, if available use a compressor on
open grain woods like Ash
-Keep the same pressure applied when sanding regardless of the grit being used (people
have a tendency to lighten the pressure applied as they go up through the grits and this leaves
part of the sanding scratches in the work)
-Chase the line of dust from the centre or foot of the bowl all the way off of the edge, if you
only sand up to the edge you leave a small line of dust
-Take care when using the Simon Hope sander as if used for too long and it gets warm the
Velcro on the additional pad has a tendency to de-laminate
-At the end of the sanding process clean the piece with meths before sealing as this will
remove and dust particles from the tiny grooves in the wood, allowing the sealer to fill them
and then light will refract from this once finished
-NEVER be afraid to start the entire process from scratch if you see a fault, even if you have
already done the final finish!
Colouring the outside of the bowl, Martin uses his own brand of water-based colours, the
intrinsic colour collection, which have spray caps to the bottles to prevent spillages in the
workshop (what a great idea). When questioned regarding the lifting of grain as water-based
he said that it really doesn’t lift the grain as much as you would think. Martin made a point to
say that with any colouring product it is best to wear gloves to prevent staining your hands
(especially if you’re using red and have a worrisome wife). Martin told us that he goes through
86 kitchen rolls every 6 months with his colouring as he uses this to apply the colours.
Martin started by applying black to the bowl and then encouraged it to dry with use of a hot air
gun.
He then sands to remove some of the colour,
starting at 400 grit and going down to courser grits
until he feels happy with the results. Martin made a
point to say that even pressure of sanding is
paramount here as if uneven pressure is applied
you
will
get
dark
and
light
rings.
Once desired shade is reached you need to go back

through the sanding process from course to
fine grit to get your fantastic finish. Martin
then used a combination of ‘Burnt Orange’,
‘Ruby’ and ‘Flame’ to colour the bowl,
feathering the colours and blending them
into each other, using two coats of each
colour.
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On any rippled or flamed areas of the wood
Martin used 400 grit sandpaper and removed
some of the depth of colour, saying that it is
important not to fold the sand paper when
doing this as you don’t want any distinct lines,
just a slight fade. He then used ‘Honey’ to add
some colour to these areas which gave a
profound effect.

Martin explaining that usually he would use
Danish oil to cover the colour leaving it to dry
for 24hrs and then apply cellulose sanding
sealer. However due to time constraint he just
used the cellulose sealer, which removes a
small amount of colour as it is applied. Martin
made a point to say that before applying any
final finish the cellulose sanding sealer needs
to be completely dry or the solvents in the
sealer will dissolve the finish.
Martin then started on the inside of the bowl,
facing off the blank with a pull cut, he cut the
bowl dish and said to leave doing anything to the rim if you are going to colour the inside of
the bowl. When sanding the inside of the bowl Martin starts at the central point going out to
the rim at the 4o’clock position following the same process as previously through the grits.
Martin made a point to say you must ensure you spend some time at the centre of the bowl to
ensure you don’t get a lump left in the middle.
Martin added colour to the bowl centre, this time
showing us how his blue colours work together. He
started with ‘Midnight Blue’ in a crescent shape,
moving onto ‘Plum’ in the middle of the bowl,
ensuring that the colours overlapped and finally used
‘Stone Blue’ ensuring that all the colours were
blended well. Martin applied two coats of each colour
as before.
Martin then used the Sorby texturing tool in the
middle of the bowl so he could demonstrate how his
Embellishing wax pastes work. He also used a point
tool to create a neat border between the textured
rings.
Martin cleaned up the rim of the bowl using a pull cut
to remove any colour that had been wiped on it and
then sanded the rim as per previous sanding
methods. When sealing the inside of the bowl Martin
started by sealing the rim, then the coloured inside of
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the bowl, ensuring he did not go back over the
rim.
Once the sealer was dry Martin applied the silver
embellishing wax to fill the textured areas. He
rubbed the embellishing wax in using the kitchen
roll and left it for a couple of minutes, then with
the lathe running he used a clean piece of cloth
to remove any excess wax from the surface.
Martin’s Colouring tips:
-Only sand up to 400 grit when wanting to apply
colour as if you go up to 600 grit you start to seal
the wood and the colours will just smear over the
surface and not sink in
-Start with the darkest colour and work to the
lightest
-Use the pads of your fingers when applying the
colour and not your finger tips
-Let
the
wood
absorb
the
colour
-Use two coats of colour, the first sinks into the wood and the second coat strengthens and
deepens the colour
-If combining colours, keep the colours separate and feather the colours when applying,
deeper colour in the middle and fading out to the edge to blend into the next colour
-If using colour and embellishing pastes together on a project you need to do the colouring
first then add the embellishing wax
Martin finished the bowl with his High Gloss wax. He stressed that only a small amount is
required, and it can be applied in two different ways, either with the lathe running by moving
the cloth with wax on it in one smooth movement from the foot of the bowl to the rim and then
working over the whole surface, or by hand as if you are polishing shoes. Martin said that no
buffing system is required with the high gloss wax but if you want to you can use a domed
mop in the power drill to bring the shine to the wax if you have applied by hand.

By Anna-Marie Bennett

The Surrey Heath Show 2018
Another great day, 7:00am
start, hot weather, crowds
despite the Royal wedding
and home before 6:30pm at
least I was others had a bit
further to go. This was my first
time using the two new club
tents, I have to say I was a bit
nervous at first as I had not
seen them both up, but they
fitted the pitch perfectly and
left enough room for our cars
and vans.
The organizers were worried
that the Royal wedding might
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have kept the crowds away at least for part of the day. This
show was organized long before the wedding was announced.
However their concerns were unfounded it was as busy as
ever, maybe more so due to the weather.
We had maximum turnout to the event of members wishing to
sell therefore we had seven sales tables altogether, and my
Nova Comet 2 lathe, and a small tool table. It was a struggle to
fit us all in so Phil agreed to have his table outside at the rear if
it had rained we would bring him inside. This set up worked
very well and at times it was difficult to move around with all
the visitors.
We gave demonstrations all day I took first slot and was
followed by Mike and Anna-Marie Bennett. For Francois Greeff
this was his first show and he had not sold his turnings before,
his style of turning had a lot of interest, let’s just say he was
happy with the outcome. Phil Wolsoncroft, Paul and Alfie Nesbitt, John Creasey, Anna-Marie,
Mike and Max Bennett and I were also selling, some more than others but after a slow start I
was happy with what I took, this will allow me to buy some more wood. It’s Anna-Marie that
amazes me in that although fairly new to woodturning she has taken the bull by the horns and
is making some really good jewellery amongst other things there was interest in her work
nearly all day.
It was also good to see some old friends drop
in to see us Mike Morley and Jim Gaines,
another gentleman turned up he is a long
standing customer of mine who has bought
three bowls so far, sadly not this time, he was
there showing off his classic car a rather
stunning original Ford GT40 that he rebuilt in
1998. He turned down £100,000 for it probably
worth nearer £200K.
My thanks on the day go to all those that took part including the Bennett’s for their haulage of
tents etc and their muscle. To Chris Wild for the loan of the generator including drop off and
pick up.
We did very well and were able to give almost £50 to the Surrey Heath organizers.
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By Colin Spain

Top Tip
If you are a Facebook user are you aware we have our own Facebook
page. This is set up as a “secret” site for S.A.W. members only. If you
would like to join please contact me Colin Spain, contact details at end
of newsletter.
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My New Work Shop - Part 3 by Paul Nesbitt
So, it has been a few months of cold wet weather and not a lot happened outside to the
workshop.
We have been kept busy with other projects. You will remember the Bennett family
helped me pull out some bushes
from the front garden to widen the
driveway. The previous driveway
was a little uneven and had some
cracks. So, we called in a company
to fill that hole and lay a resin
driveway. Which now looks very
nice.
We found the bungalow very cold
and on inspection the loft was not
covered adequately so with help
from my son Ross and Alfie we laid 4” X 2” joists across the existing and we laid
insulation in between and then laid a nice level floor. (Ready for my model railway and
of course and a little storage).
It’s still cold so we called in a company to do cavity wall insulation. I can only say it was
the best thing we could have done. Nice and toasty now.
We had a porch installed at the front and this left an opening at the side. This was a job
for another son Rob to brick up at a later date.
We had to get the Gazebo empty because things were
getting damp, so we invested in a good quality shed
10’ X 10’. We had to dig up three more bushes and
then levelled the ground in the back corner of the
garden. This is behind were my workshop is going. In
they came and installed it in 2 hours. I then insulated it
and panelled the walls with sheet timber.
The bungalow was very open the world with both
sides of the property wide open.
So, with Ross and Alfie’s help
again we dug deep holes and put
in a couple of fence posts then
hung a gate and hey presto
security to one side of the
property.
The other side was a much bigger
job and we called in the experts.
We wanted 6’ high gates. They
came in and set a massive post
and the following week the gates
and we now have better security.
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That all done the weather started
to improve and I made
arrangements for my son Rob to
come down to lay a course of
blocks on the base and brick up
the porch. I drilled out the base at
strategic places and inserted 8 Rawlbolts and then a threaded bar. This was to tie down
the timber frame onto the concrete blocks. This done my son Rob arrived with his fiancé
and one of my other son’s Ross also turned up for the weekends work. Ross was the
mixer and kept Rob supplied with the cement. My planning for the threaded bar was
perfect and the blocks were laid around them. Then onto to brick the end of the porch.
This did not take too long but it
was two walls inside and out with
4” insulation foam in between.
Not bad for a day’s work as Rob
had to go home Sunday morning.
Time to call in some help to start
the real construction. A phone
call to the Bennett Family. Date
booked. Now I had to do some preparation work on the
base before they arrive. I need to lay another layer of DPC
and then set the first timber around the base and lap joint
the corners and drill out the holes where the threaded bar
comes through. All fitted, levelled and bolted down, now
ready for the arrival of the workforce.

The Bennett family arrived on Friday evening. So up early Saturday morning, big
breakfast and out to work. Today was about making the frame work of the shed. The
weather was not as bad as forecast, but it did rain a little. The work went well and the
whole family worked hard all day, Mike, Anna and Mathew.
Sunday there was a slight change we lay in bed a little longer, well, it was Sunday. Big
breakfast and we cracked on to get the roof beams on. So, a bit of theory work to work
out the angles and cut our master beam and then check it fits correctly. Bingo the theory
was worthwhile a perfect fit. Now to mark and cut all of the others. That done it was
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time to get the ridge beam in place and this proved to be
awkward, but we got it there in the end. All the beams
went up well and everything was nice and square and
level. Good day.
The Bennett family are booked again in a couple of weeks
to fit the log lap timber sides.
My son Ben had a week of holiday and in that time, we
had a heat wave, but we managed to get the roof sheeted,
under felt on and laid bitumen felt shingles to complete it.
We then wrapped the building in a house wrap which
allows the building to breathe but is water proof.
The next job was to get the electric cables in the walls. We
then put the insulation in the inside of the framework and
then panelled the walls in ply making cut outs where the
sockets were to go. Using Ben to the fullest we then wired
in the sockets. Not live yet because I still have to do the
garage end of the workshop. Time for Ben to catch the
coach home after a good week’s work and a lovely sunny
and warm week.
Having had a heavy rain fall the following week, I can confirm that the roof does not let
in any water, which is a good thing.
The end for now.
Get ready for part four.
Paul
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